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Hares: Any Time (VH) & Long Time (VH)
phuket-hhh.com
Phuket Hash has been rocked by the departing of two of our
iconic hashers, Lord Louis The Lip last Monday and Two
Stoke on Thursday.
GM Not Cleaver opened the day with a few respectful
comments for these departed and then called in Butt Plug
to take over as GM-for-the-day. Earlier Not Cleaver had
asked Fungus to serve as scribe so he could observe Butt
Plug. “No problem, can I sit at your little table?” No! “Can
I use your chair?” No! Good start Fungus!
Butt Plug started his circle up by calling in the two virgin
hares and their oversight adviser No Hope and presented Any Time and Long Time with their Virgin
Hare Shirts and down-downs. Well done Any Time and Long Time for getting involved like that.
Butt Plug called in What A Cunt for a quick vote by the
circle on how well he blew the horn today. Good Horn
was shouted but a few got confused in the area where
WAC ran with a hole in the bag. What A Cunt!
Lucky Lek in for Announmen.. which he did in a very
subdued voice in respect for our departed Hashers.
Wilma came in to announce the Bike Hash with helpful
information that you need to have a bike, down-down.
The returners were called in and there were a bunch:
JB and Clitmas Pussy, Crabtree, What A Rat, Forced
Entry, Chlamydia, Short Circuit, Flip Flop, Wilma,
Flojo, O.J., Teasan & Kamila Sapomaniac... wow!! (not scribe's spelling)
Our virgins got a good ice-water welcome by Anal Grapes and Fungus. Welcome to the Phuket Hash
and we hope to see you again.
Five visiting hashers were called in to compete for the prize
of a PH3 shirt. While 4 of them were working out poems
and songs, a couple quite good by the way, Fungus
convinced the visiting hasher in front of him to take her shirt
off, doing what he could to pretty much guarantee her the
guys around him could swing the vote in her favor. It was
right down to one visitor getting the prize when she took her
shirt off, and won. And then Fungus asked her to please turn
and change while facing the guys that had swung the vote as
way of saying thanks, which she did. Isn't hashing
wonderful?

In Memory of Two Departed Hashers
Not Cleaver read a very nice email that described Two
Stroke in a way that had many nodding their heads. This
was followed by a number of hashers coming in to relate
personal tales and memories of Lord Louis the Lip and Two
Stroke. St Blow Job and Blue Harlot told LTL “Louieisms”
bringing fond chuckles from around the circle. Lesser
Dipshit told of Louis' Niagra Tablets and Gorgeous told of
LTL mistaking Rommel in the car for his own reflection in
the window. Chicken George came in and Lucky Lek again
then was joined by Give Me A Stroke who bravely spoke in
Thai of her heartfelt appreciation for all the support of her
PH3 family and Lucky Lek translated. It was a very feeling moment. Our circle moved on.
BP got Tumble Dryer and Any Cock'll Do in for new shoes.
ACD claiming not new but first time running in them on a
hash got him a nice double up of beer dumped inside. Don't
cross the GM!!
Run Offenses opened with No Hope getting the virgin hares
in to congratulate them on their efforts and hard work. With
No Hope as a master hare you've got a great start. Anal
Grapes got Chicken George in and put a pair of wrist
supports on him because he'd been complaining about pain
while wanking. (Is this Anal Grapes' answer?) JB got
SADG in for cheaping out on not paying 60 B for FA Cup,
so what's new? Then JB got in Poke The Payroll to attempt a
name change but the circle didn't buy it. Fungus got in
Manneken Pis to rule that there was no racing on the hash
(MP thought it was about him and took a beer, which Fungus
made him put back!!). With this Fungus called in Kentucky
Fried Piles for racing on the hash. Incredible yelled many,
nay said Fungus reporting that upon arrival KFP had raced to
his chair. Double-down-downs and don't do it again.
Departers in, only Lucky
Lek so FOYC.
Winding down his GMship
of the day Butt Plug got
the hares in along with
Runmaster MP to make the
decisions for the day for
the run. Something is
happening with MP's voice and soon he had the circle singing
different verses out of sync until it was like a bad movie. Somehow Fungus got mixed into this and
ended up making the last of his scribe notes sitting on the ice while the circle decided that the run was
good and Gorgeous You Wanker should continue wearing the seat. Good Run, Circle Closed.
ON ON, Butt Plug GM-for the day & OnON Fungus, Scribe for the day
JOIN US ALL NEXT WEEK FOR FUN AND FELLOWSHIP

